Doxie and her husband, Richard
Robinson adopted Jeremiah, an 8 year
old with multiple disabilities, not
expected to function past two years old.
Jeremiah was labeled un-teachable!
One day, Jeremiah was sitting in the
kitchen with his mom, Doxie. He
pointed at the newspaper on the table.
“What’s that?” he asked, pointing at a
word. “That’s a word, that word is more.
Say more”! Jeremiah loved to mimic.
“More” he said. That one word gave
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Learning to
Read
With
Jeremiah’s Circles

A Spark of Hope
So she wrote another word, Jeremiah
read a word and she wrote another word,
Jeremiah was learning to read.
Doxie found a way to break the barriers
and taught him how to comprehend and
communicate. Doxie continued to teach
him through high school. As she did, she
documented it and created an innovative,
well planned, education therapy.
Jeremiah’s Circles was first piloted in
1999 at Denver North High School,
where Jeremiah graduated, and has since
been used in many schools, homes, and
day programs successfully.
This therapy has no age limit to its
usefulness. Anyone experiencing an
inability to read, including those labeled
un-teachable may benefit.

Easy and Effective
Educational Books
JeremiahsCircles.com

LEARNING TO LEARN
Pre K/12 Specialized Educational Books
that awakens Student’s potential and
builds confidence by showing them that
they can succeed.
*FUN *EASY *EFFECTIVE
TESTIMONIES
Barbra Riley/Denver North High School
“It’s motivating”
Dave Aguilera CBS4 News
“Innovative and well planned, reading
curriculum”
John Zabawa/President Senior Resource
“The innovation has changed people’s
lives”
Antoinette Sandoval/Mother
“This is a wonderful program,
MOTIVATING”
Sally Jo Wheeler/Mother
“He never read a sentence until tonight”,
“It really works”!

Jeremiah, age 8
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A Spark of Hope
PICTURE ACADEMICS

Jeremiah, age 21

Students learn by hearing, seeing, and
touching.
*SIMPLE SENTENCES
*LEARNING THROUGH
REPETITION
*MULTIPLE CHOICES (related to
pictures)

FIRST STORIES
A fun way to teach and learn. Text is
adapted so students can make it
relative to their own life introducing
sight words in the student books.
*LEARNING TO LEARN
*BUILDS SELF CONFIDENCE
*PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS
Little readers are introduced, delightful
stories designed to inspire independent
reading.

ACADEMIC THERAPY
Condensed modified curriculum
comprised of seven subjects being
taught in regular classroom.
*EASY MULTIPLE CHOICE
*SCANTRON TEST TAKING
SKILLS
*COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES
*MOTIVATING
Developing the skills the student needs
to gain independence and *DIGNITY.

Jeremiah is a young man full of life,
happy and outgoing, in spite of
everything that he had to overcome.
Through his successes, he inspires
others around him to overcome
difficulties, rise above barriers and
aspire to meet and exceed goals.
Because of the sincerity of his smile,
he not only makes people feel good,
Jeremiah makes people feel special.

